Robotic Surgery

Single-Site Surgery...Performing Complex Surgery Through a 1-inch Incision!

Another First For Tomball Regional Medical Center

As proven leaders in robotic surgery Tomball Regional Medical Center and Dr. Brian Harkins have accomplished yet another milestone!!! Single-Site surgery on the DaVinci Xi robot premiered at TRMC on May 4, 2016. Dr. Harkins accomplished the first Single-Site cholecystectomy on the Xi in Houston...in Texas... and one of the first ten in the country. The FDA recently released approval for the technology to be applied to the Xi platform which allows gallbladder surgery to be done thru a single one inch incision at the umbilicus. Currently the approved surgeries are Cholecystectomy, Oophorectomy, and Hysterectomy. As experience grows and technologic advances continue, expect more and more surgery to be done through ever decreasing incisions! While one could expect to pay a premium for this state of the art technology the reality is that the cost is even less than the robotic multiport equivalent. Dr. Harkins is currently seeing patients to assess if they are candidates for Single-Site on the DaVinci Xi. In fact, as of press time for this newsletter, it’s the only place you can get it in Houston!

How Technology Turns Hard to Easy...and Safe

Some of you may recognize the term Single Site or Single Port. The concerted effort to introduce this approach into laparoscopy began in 2007. Studies proved it safe and effective. The increased degree of difficulty in doing the operation, however, resulted in limited penetration into the field of surgery. Placing 3 instruments and a camera thru one trocar and trying to find enough room to manipulate all of that in close quarters was challenging at best. Not to mention that the limited working room required the instruments to cross inside the body causing your right hand to control the instrument on the left of the screen and visa-versa for the other hand. It was kind of like operating looking into a mirror while playing Twister! No wonder it didn’t catch on as expected. But if you connect all the instruments to the robotic platform then Presto...hard becomes easy. The robot is designed to manage the tight quarters and the computer adjusts the view for the unnatural angles and visual associations. The older model DaVinci Si was the first robotic platform to have this but many surgeons had limited access to a robot making that the rate limiting step for adoption. Robots are increasingly more available and general surgeons are quickly adopting the platform. Couple this with the added safety in identifying the ductal anatomy using FireFly visualization (see side panel) and its easy to see how the future of minimally invasive surgery is headed in “1” direction. 1 incision, 1-inch long equals 1 happy patient!

What Is “The Robot”

The robot consists of 3 separate but interconnected parts. The “Patient Cart” (below) holds the instruments and connects to the trocars. The “Vision Cart” is similar to the laparoscopic tower. The “Surgeon Console” (above) is where the surgeon sits and controls the “robot”.

Why Is Robotics Better?

- Improved Vision! Surgery with an HD, 3D, magnified, totally immersed view.
- Wristed Instruments!! This is a huge return of dexterity that was lost in laparoscopy.
- Improved Ergonomics! Now surgeons can sit in the same supported, comfortable position for every case.
- FireFly Visualization! A special dye is injected into the patient. A built in laser light is turned on. Presto! In the laser light the dye glows and now the surgeon can see incredible detail about bowel vascularity or the bile ducts right through other tissues.
- Vessel Sealer and Stapler! Rock stable control of these technologies allows greater precision and control in the critical use of these devices.

“Fly” thru the abdominal cavity at the new website at www.drbrianharkins.com
One of the aspects I like the most about being on the cutting edge of technology in surgery is the ability to interact with colleagues across the country as the surgical community helps to shape this emerging standard!” stated Dr. Brian Harkins in a recent lecture to surgeon colleagues in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He pointed out that the surgical community has seen this happen before. The early 1990’s saw the emergence of laparoscopy as a standard practice in general surgery. Most laparoscopy prior to that was performed by gynecology. In less than a decade laparoscopy became a gold standard in many procedures and general surgeons became the most prolific laparoscopists. While urology and gynecology have lead the way in robotics since 2000, it’s the new advanced technologies and latest robotic platform, the Xi, that have opened the door for general surgery to perform increasing numbers of complex multi-quadrant procedures. He concluded, “This is paving the way for robotic surgery to be the new minimally invasive standard in general surgery. You could say, its laparoscopy with a long overdue upgrade to advanced technology!”